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Net loss of SR2.3bn, uncertainty remains 

Mobily reported a surprising set of results with net losses of 
SR2.3bn. This is the first loss ever recorded by the company. 
These losses compare to the NCBC and consensus estimate of a 
profit of SR1.09bn and SR1.45bn, respectively. The weak results 
are due to lower revenues, higher OpEx, write offs and 
impairments. Even if one-offs are excluded, underlying operations 
were weak and concerning. These poor results are even lower 
than the bear case scenario analysis implemented in our 
December 2014 update. We remain cautious on the stock until 
more details are provided, and change our rating from Neutral to 
Under Review.  

 NCBC view on results: In summary, Mobily reported a poor set of 4Q14 

results, with a net loss of SR2.27bn vs. profit of SR1.69bn (restated figure) in 

4Q13. This is significantly below the NCBC estimate of SR1.09bn and the 

consensus estimate of SR1.45bn in profits. We believe continued 

reclassification in the top-line, higher provisions on doubtful debts, increased 

D&A charges and impairments were the main factors behind the losses and 

the deviation from our estimates. 

 Revenues declined 45.9% YoY to SR2.8bn, which is the lowest since 2008. 

This sharp decline in revenues may be attributed to 1) reduction of SR829mn 

related to promotion costs, which we believe Mobily recorded previously; 2) 

reclassification of revenue as Mobily used aggressive revenue recognition 

policy related to bundled services and equipment sales (handsets) and 3) 

decrease in non-recurring revenues from FTTH capital leases. As a result, 

revenue came-in 61% below our estimate of SR7,176mn. However, we 

believe the SR2.8bn revenue indicates Mobily’s core business operations i.e. 

after adjusting all one-offs and reclassification.  

 Gross margins fell to 32.8%, the lowest since inception. We believe this is 

due to 1) higher consumption of inventory included in Cost of Services. This 

cost increased to SR4.4bn (average since 2012) from SR418mn (average 

prior to 2010) after Mobily started selling equipment (mainly handsets) and 2) 

exclusion of capital lease from revenues, which have a significantly high 

margin. As a result, gross profit came-in significantly low at SR915mn vs 

SR3,573mn a year ago (restated figure), being the lowest level on record. 

 EBITDA losses came-in at SR1.03bn vs. SR2.1bn profits in 4Q13. This is due 

to 1) higher selling and marketing expenses of SR619mn in 4Q14 vs. an 

average of SR415mn in the last four quarters and 2) a one-off charge of 

SR741mn, which we believe is related to provisions on account receivables. 

As highlighted in our previous update report, Mobily’s receivables increased 

significantly to SR10.2bn from SR5.6bn in 2008. Based on results summary, 

we believe that Mobily received SR1.6bn from debtors in 2014. We believe 

the company may have negotiated with its customers for a quick re-payment 

which may have resulted in provisions/write-offs.  
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 13A 14E 15E 
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EV/EBITDA (x)  5.1 6.0 5.7 

Div Yield (%) 10.1 5.3 4.2 
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 Furthermore, Mobily recorded a higher depreciation charge of SR1.1bn vs. 

our estimates of SR771mn, although capex was in-line with our estimates. 

Even after taking into account the SR203mn YoY increase in depreciation 

costs, around SR300–350mn were not accounted for. We believe this might 

be related to amortization and/or impairments on assets. Moreover, Mobily 

have also took a goodwill impairment charge of SR63.0mn. In total, this has 

resulted in an EBIT loss of SR2.2bn. 

 In our latest update on the Telecom sector in December-2014, we have used 

a scenario analysis to determine Mobily’s profitability and PT. Our bear case 

scenario took into consideration an additional SR2.1bn in write-offs, as well 

as weak margins and revenues. That bear base scenario reflected a fair 

value of SR37.3. However, 4Q14 results were worse than our bear case 

scenario, which is concerning. We believe that Mobily’s outlook remains 

uncertain as sales were weak, margins were low and further write-offs may 

be taken.  

 

4Q14 Results Summary 

SR mn 4Q14A 4Q13A* % Y o Y 4Q14E % Var^ 

Sales 2,792 5,164 (45.9) 7,176 (61.1) 

Gross income 915 3,573 (74.4) 2,954 (69.0) 

Operating income (2,206) 1,645 NA 1,045 NA 

Net income (2,277) 1,692 NA 1,096 NA 

EPS (2.96) 2.20 NA 1.42 NA 
  

Source: Company, NCBC Research ^ % Var indicates variance from NCBC forecasts, *Have been restated 
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PRICE TARGET: Analysts set share price targets for individual companies based on a 12 month horizon. These share price targets are subject to a 
range of company specific and market risks. Target prices are based on a methodology chosen by the analyst as the best predictor 
of the share price over the 12 month horizon 

Other Definitions 

NR: Not Rated. The investment rating has been suspended temporarily. Such suspension is in compliance with applicable regulations and/or in 
circumstances when NCB Capital is acting in an advisory capacity in a merger  
or strategic transaction involving the company and in certain other situations 

CS: Coverage Suspended. NCBC has suspended coverage of this company 

NC: Not covered. NCBC does not cover this company 
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